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Abstract: The resonance Raman spectra of various hemoproteins, newly observed and reexamined by the 488.0- and 514.5-nm 
excitation lines, were classified into four groups on the basis of the four key bands which may be used to distinguish the oxida
tion and spin states of the iron ion in myoglobin (Mb) derivatives. This suggests that there are two kinds of ferrous low spin 
molecules. They maybe specified by the binding scheme of the sixth ligand (L) to the heme iron (Fe). Coordination of lone pair 
electrons to the empty dz2(Fe) orbital is essential to the Fe-L bonds in ferrous cytochromes (b$, c, c3, f and etc.), while 
d,.(Fe)-n(L) interaction is substantially important besides above interaction in the Fe-L bonds in MbNO and some hemoglo
bin (Hb) derivatives including HbNO, HbCNC2H5, HbCO, and HbO2. It is also found that HbCNC2H5 dissociates into 
deoxy Hb and CNC2H5 on laser illumination. This photodissociation of the Fe-L bond is more or less common to the latter 
type of the ferrous low spin hemoproteins and is elucidated consistently with Raman results in terms of one electron molecular 
orbital theory. 

From the studies on the resonance Raman scattering of 
hemoglobin (Hb) derivatives2-4 it is claimed that the heme 
irons of HbCh and HbCO are in the ferric state. This result 
favors the Weiss model5 rather than the Pauling model6 re
garding the binding scheme of the sixth ligand (L) to the heme 
iron (Fe). Rimai et al.7 also asserted that both Fe-L bonds in 
Mb02 and MbCO are similar to that in MbCN from the ob
servation of similarity in Raman spectra between MbCO (and 
MbOa) and MbCN. However, this interpretation of the 
Raman spectra is not compatible with other physicochemical 
properties. Magnetic susceptibility measurements have shown 
that the heme iron is diamagnetic (S = O)8 in Hb02 and 
HbCO but is paramagnetic (S = V2) in MbCN and HbCN 
irrespective of temperature.9 The 13C NMR chemical shift of 
Hb 1 3CO 1 0 - 1 2 is much smaller than that of Mb1 3CN,1 3 

suggesting that the magnetic moment of Fe, which should in
duce a contact shift for the 13C N M R peaks of the ligand, is 
negligibly small in HbCO. Furthermore Mossbauer study of 
Hb derivatives implies that the heme iron of HbCO is in the 
ferrous low spin state.14,15 

We have studied the Raman spectra of various hemopro
teins16 '17 and their model compounds.18,19 It was pointed out 
in our previous paper20 that there are two types of Raman 
spectra for low spin cytochromes corresponding to Raman 
spectra of either Fe2 + or Fe3 + protoporphyrin IX bisimidazole 
complexes. Some of the ferrous low spin derivatives show 
unexpectedly the Fe 3 + type Raman spectra. To examine fur
ther this problem, Raman spectra have been measured in the 
present study, for various derivatives of myoglobin whose 
magnetic properties are well known. We identified a few more 
ferrous low spin derivatives which give rise to the Fe3 + type 
Raman spectra. Since analysis of the EPR spectra of HbNO2 1 

and MbNO2 2 revealed ca. 30% derealization of the unpaired 
electron of NO to Fe2 + , the similarity between MbNO and 
MbCN in the Raman spectra cannot be explained by assuming 
the heme iron of MbNO to be Fe3 + as in MbCN. Thus in the 
present study, we propose a new interpretation of the Raman 
data to resolve the above inconsistency. 

Experimental Section 

Sperm whale Mb (Sigma type II) was further purified with a 
CM-cellulose column just before the measurement of the Raman 
spectra. MbCN, MbN3, MbIm (Im = imidazole), MbOCN, and 
MbF were obtained by adding 50-fold excesses of KCN, NaN3, and 
Im and 1000-fold excesses of KOCN and NaF, respectively, to 0.7 
mM solutions (0.1 M phosphate buffer) of Mb. MbNO was obtained 
by the method of Yonetani et al.22 Human blood Hb was purified 

according to Drabkin's method.23 HbCNC2H5 and HbCO were ob
tained by adding CNC2H5 and by bubbling CO gas, respectively, into 
the ferrous Hb solution. All derivatives of Hb and Mb were confirmed 
by visible absorption spectra with the use of a Hitachi-124 recording 
spectrophotometer. Cytochrome b$ (cyt-bs) isolated from rabbit liver 
by Omura's method,24 was generously provided by Professor R. Sato 
(Osaka University). Biscyanide complex of bovine hemin (Sigma type 
I, pH 10.8) [PP(CN)2] was reduced by sodium dithionite and its 
Raman spectrum was measured in a sealed cell to avoid oxidation. 

Experimental procedures for the measurements of the Raman 
spectra of nonphotodissociable derivatives are described elsewhere.17 

The Raman spectra of the photodissociable complexes were measured 
in the spinning cell (diameter 2 cm, 1800 rpm) kept at about 5 0C by 
flushing cold nitrogen gas. Under the spinning condition, sample is 
illuminated by laser light for ca. 1O-4 s per one turn (0.03 s). 

Results 

Raman spectra of various derivatives of Mb excited by the 
488.0-nm line are shown in Figure 1, where that of cyt-65 is 
also included as a typical ferrous low spin molecule. The 
Raman lines, which were used as key bands for iron proto
porphyrin complexes previously,20 are designated as bands 
I-IV. Bands IV and II can be the oxidation and spin state 
marker of hemoproteins, respectively,2-4 while band III can 
be an indicator for out-of-plane location of the heme iron.25 

We note that band I is sensitive to both the oxidation and spin 
states of the heme iron. 

MbCN with the low spin Fe3 + (S = V2) and MbIm and 
MbN3, which are spin mixtures but predominantly with the 
low spin Fe 3 + at room temperature,9 show a spectral pattern 
similar to one another. Therefore the identity of the sixth ligand 
is not essential to the Raman spectra of hemoproteins. The high 
spin Fe3 + derivatives (S = 5/2) such as MbH2O, MbF, and 
MbOCN give the four bands at ~1610, 1561 (with a shoulder 
around 1545), 1481, and 1371 cm - 1 , which are close to the 
frequencies reported for HbF.26 Deoxy Mb with the high spin 
Fe 2 + (S = 2) gives bands at 1604, 1557 (with a shoulder at 
1544), 1472, and 1355 cm - 1 . These four bands are also rec
ognized weakly in the Raman spectrum of MbNO, suggesting 
that MbNO is partly photodissociated into deoxy Mb and NO. 
It is noteworthy that the four bands of MbNO, with the low 
spin Fe2 + (S = O),22 appear at obviously different frequencies 
(1638, 1562, 1503, and 1375 cm"1) from those of ferrous 
cyt-b5 (S = O) (1617, 1538, 1493, and 1361 cm - 1 ) . This dif
ference is also noted for HbNO and HbCNC2H5 (S = O).8 The 
Raman spectrum of HbNO 2 0 is close to that of MbNO. 

Figure 2 illustrates the Raman spectra OfHbCNC2H5 with 
530.9 nm excitation. Curves I and II were obtained without 
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Figure 1. Raman spectra of various derivatives of myoglobin and that of 
ferrous cytochrome 65 excited by the 488.0-nm line. I, II, III, and IV 
correspond to the four key bands used previously to distinguish Fe2+ and 
Fe3+ protoporphyrin bisimidazole complexes.20 

and with spinning, respectively. For comparison, the Raman 
spectrum of HbCO, which was reported to be photodissociable 
by laser illumination,4 was measured under the same experi
mental conditions as for HbCNC 2H 5 . Without spinning the 
cell, HbCO gave a Raman spectrum almost identical with that 
of curve I, whereas with spinning the cell, curve III was ob
tained. The frequencies of the Raman lines for curve I are the 
same as those for deoxy Hb.3a Therefore Figure 2 indicates that 
HbCNCiHs is photodissociated upon laser illumination and 
that the photodissociation can be apparently retarded by 
spinning the sample cell. 

The four bands OfHbCNC2H5 (1638,1562,1506, and 1375 
cm - 1 ) are close to those of HbCO and MbNO. Although 
MbNO (or HbCNC 2H 5) and ferrous cyt-65 give rise to dif
ferent types of Raman spectra, the heme irons are coordinated 
commonly by histidine from one side of the protoporphyrin 
plane. The other ligand is histidine27 in cyt-i5 and NO (or 
CNC2H5) in MbNO (or HbCNC 2H 5 ) , respectively. The 
primary structure of cyt-65 is definitely different from that of 
MbNO (or HbCNC 2H 5 ) . To see the effect of the apoprotein 
the polarized Raman spectra of ferrous and ferric low spin 
derivatives of protein free protohemes [PP(CN)2] were mea
sured and are compared with those of ferrous and ferric cyt-i5 

in Figure 3. The coincidence of the frequencies and polarization 
properties of the Raman lines of cyt-ft5 and PP(CN) 2 is re
markable in both ferrous and ferric states. Since PP(CN)2 is 
considered to be planar in both ferrous and ferric states, it 
seems likely that the frequency difference between ferrous 
cyt-b} (group A) and ferric cyt-65 (group C) is caused pre-
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Figure 2. Raman spectra of HbCNC2H5 in the spinning cell excited by 
the 530.9-nm line. Curves I and II were obtained without and with spinning 
the cell, respectively. Curve III was obtained for HbCO with the same 
experimental conditions (spinning) as those for curve II. 

cyt-b.(|.|) 

Figure 3. Polarized Raman spectra of dicyanide complex of iron proto
porphyrin IX and cytochrome 65 in ferrous(II) and ferric(III) states. Solid 
lines and broken lines denote the electric vector of the scattered radiation 
to be parallel and perpendicular to the electric vector of the incident laser 
light, respectively. 

dominantly by the change of the electron distribution in the 
heme but not by the difference in the heme-protein interaction 
or by the distortion of the heme, although the anomalies of 
Raman spectra of cytochrome c'28 and horseradish peroxi
dase29 were previously attributed to the distortion of the 
heme. 

Figure 4 summarizes the observed frequencies and relative 
intensities of the four bands (I-IV) for various hemoproteins 
and protein free hemes newly observed and reexamined by the 
488.0-nm (the upper figure) and the 514.5-nm excitation lines 
(the lower figure). On the basis of the recognizable regularities 
in the relative intensity and band frequencies of the four bands, 
the Raman spectra of hemoproteins are classified into four 
groups (A-D). For excitation at 488.0 nm band IV is always 
strongest and band III of group D is particularly weak. With 
the excitation at 514.5 nm band II of group A and band I of 
group C are relatively intensified. It is noted that the molecules 
in an individual group show a similar intensity change with the 
alteration of the wavelength of the excitation line. 

Group A includes ferrous low spin (S = O) molecules such 
as cytochromes and protein free protohemes. Groups B and D 
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Figure 4. Band intensities and frequencies of the four key bands (I-IV) 
for the 488.0-nm (upper) and 514.5-nm excitation lines (lower figure). 
The strongest line is normalized to unity. (II) and (III) denote Fe2+ and 
Fe3+, respectively. Preparation of four cytochromes is described else
where.16'17 Abbreviations: cyt-c, cytochrome c; cyt-C3, cytochrome C3, 
cyt-/, cytochrome / ; alkyl-e, dicarboxymethylmethionylcytochrome c\ 
PP(II), ferrous protoporphyrin IX; PP(III), ferric protoporphyrin IX. 

cover the ferrous (S = 2) and ferric high spin (S = %) mole
cules, respectively. One may note that only the group C in
cludes two kinds of complexes, namely, the low spin Fe3+ 

hemes (S = 1I2) and a part of the low spin Fe2+ hemes (S = O). 
This will be discussed in the next section. 

High spin molecules show two depolarized components in 
the frequency region of band II and both are tentatively used 
as markers. The two components have comparable intensity 
for the excitation at 514.5 nm, but the component with lower 
frequency is more intense for the excitation at longer wave
length for HbF.26 Since the spectral features in this frequency 
region are independent of the type of heme, the appearance of 
the two components of band II in the high spin state cannot be 
ascribed to the vinyl groups of the peripheral substituents. This 
splitting, however, may possibly be due to the alteration of the 
selection rule due to the geometrical distortion of the heme 
group from D^ (groups A and C) to C^0 symmetry (groups 
B and D) on the change of spin states. In the discussion below, 
attention is focused on the low spin molecules in groups A and 
C. 

Discussion 

The Nature of the Fe-L Bond. Band I and bands II, III, and 
IV were assigned mainly to the methine-bridge18 and pyrrolic 
CC and CN30-31 stretching vibrations, respectively. Their 
frequencies are influenced by the conjugative interaction of 
ir electrons between the central metal ion and the porphyrin 
ring.19 Therefore the Fe-L interaction may affect the conju
gative effect between Fe and porphyrin, causing the frequency 
difference between the molecules in groups A and C. 

Since the empty dx2_J,2(Fe) and filled dxy{¥t) orbitals are 
in the porphyrin plane, they are considered less important for 
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Figure 5. Four types of orbital-overlappings between the iron and axial 
ligand in low spin hemoproteins. L denotes the sixth axial ligand. (a) The 
interaction between the dT (d^ or dxz) orbital of iron and lone pair of L. 
(b) Coordination of the lone pair electrons of L to the empty dz2(Fe) or
bital, (c) Coordination of dx(Fe) electrons to the empty (or partially filled) 
x orbital of L. (d) Coordination of r electrons of L to the empty dz2(Fe) 
orbital. The lone pair of L is neglected in (c) and (d). The ir orbitals of (c) 
and (d) can be tilted according to the molecular geometry but even in this 
case, the present classification can be approximately applied. 

Figure 6. Energy levels of the 3d orbitals of iron (ferrous low spin state), 
the lowest empty and the two highest filled T orbitals of the porphyrin ring, 
and the lowest unfilled orbital of the isolated O2 molecule. The ng* denotes 
a 2pIIg* molecular orbital of the O2 molecule. Symmetry species for Fe 
and porphyrin are designated for the D4h group. The broken line indicates 
the 7r-type interaction represented by eq I. 

the interaction with axial ligands. Among four possible cases 
of the Fe-L interactions, shown schematically in Figure 5, (a) 
and (d) are of nonbonding type because of symmetry. When 
the lowest empty orbital of L is fairly high, the lone pair elec
trons would presumably coordinate to the empty dz2(Fe) or
bital (Figure 5b). It is the case for MbN3, MbCN, and MbIm 
(group C, Fe3+). The molecular axis of the N 3

- ion is tilted by 
69° from the z axis,32 and the lone pair of the N atom in the 
sp2 configuration appears to coordinate to the dz2(Fe) orbital 
of the heme iron. Since C = N - takes the sp configuration as 
in HC=CH, the coordination of a lone pair is facilitated when 
the CN axis is parallel to the z axis. The lone pair orbital of 
N(Im) is on the imidazole plane and therefore this molecule 
is usually bound perpendicularly to the heme plane as seen in 
the proximal histidyl imidazole.32 

On the other hand, the lowest unfilled w orbital of the O2 
molecule (2png*) lies near the d„.(Fe) orbital,36 as shown in 
Figure 6, and the O-O axis is considerably tilted from the z 
axis in the oxygenated picket fence porphyrin.33 In this case 
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dx(Fe)-II(02) interaction may contribute significantly to the 
Fe-L bond.34'35 This interaction affects the bond strength of 
the porphyrin ring through the normalized molecular orbital 
of the eg species of the D*h group represented by eq 1. 

*w = cidx(Fe) + c2II*(ring) + c3IIg*(02) (1) 
When the TT type interaction is negligible (c3 = 0), the delo-
calized dT(Fe) electrons to porphyrin are 3c2

2 for group C 
ferric compounds (c2

2 from each of three electrons) and 4c2
2 

for group A ferrous compounds (c2
2 from each of four elec

trons). No matter what the value of c2
2 is, the derealization 

of electrons from d7r(Fe) to n* (ring) is thus larger for group 
A ferrous compounds than for group C ferric compounds. Since 
the II*(ring) orbital is of the antibonding type, the larger 
number of electrons occupying this orbital leads to reduction 
of the bond strength of porphyrin, and therefore of its 
stretching force constants. This would explain why the ob
served Raman frequencies of the four bands (I-IV) are lower 
in the molecules in group A than those in group C. 

The 2pIIg* orbital of an isolated O2 molecule is presumably 
split into two components in HbO2 because of lower symmetry, 
allowing the lower one be occupied by two electrons.36 Thus 
the Fe-O2 bond might be formed through coordination of the 
d^(Fe) electrons to the upper split component of the 2pIL,* 
orbital. The infrared data for the 0 - 0 stretching frequencies 
OfHbO2 (1107 cm"1)37 and MbO2 (1103 cm"1)38 are about 
30% lower than that of O2 gas (1555 cm -1)39 and rather close 
to that of O 2

- in KO2 (1145 cm-1)-40 It implies that almost 
one electron is delocalized to O2 from the d„.(Fe) orbital (4c3

2 

» 1) and the amount of the dx(Fe) electrons delocalizable to 
porphyrin is reduced to three (4ci2 + 4c2

2 = 3), which is close 
to the case of ferric low spin molecules of group C. The EPR 
study on the HbNO single crystal revealed that the NO axis 
is tilted by 80° from the z axis,21 suggesting the existence of 
II(L)-dx(Fe) interaction in HbNO. 

Since the lowest empty orbital of CO is relatively higher 
than that of ng*(02),41 c3

2 is anticipated to be smaller for 
HbCO than for HbO2 and therefore c2

2 is vice versa provided 
ci2 is unaffected. The larger c2

2 gives rise to the lower vibra
tional frequencies of porphyrin while the larger C3

2 leads to the 
larger frequency shift of the stretching vibration of the ligand 
on ligation to the heme iron. This is consistent with the ob
served Raman data7 that stretching frequencies of porphyrin 
are slightly higher in HbO2 than in HbCO and also with the 
infrared data that the C-O stretching frequencies in MbCO 
(1944 cm-')38 and HbCO (1951 cm -1)42 are 10% lower than 
that of CO gas (2145 cm -1)39 but 30% lower for the 0 - 0 
stretching frequencies described before. 

It must be emphasized that the Fe3 +-CN - bond is com
pletely different from the Fe-O2 (or Fe3 +-O2

-) bond. The 
former is of the dz2(Fe)-lone pair type with C3

2 = 0 whereas 
the latter is the dx(Fe)-II(L) type with larger C3

2. The Raman 
oxidation state marker indicates presumably the effective 
number of electrons delocalized to the n*(ring) orbital and 
not the actual electric charge on the Fe ion. 

Photodissociation of the Sixth Ligand. HbCNC2H5 showed 
photodissociation upon the laser illumination (Figure 2) and 
MbNO did partly (Figure 1). The sixth ligands of ferrous 
molecules in group C are more or less photodissociable for the 
illumination of light at the Soret band.43 The present consid
eration of the TT type molecular orbital is also consistent with 
the observed photodissociation. A schematic energy level di
agram of the T type molecular orbitals is shown in Figure 7, 
where the relative positions of the energy levels are tentative 
and a single level can contain four electrons due to its degen
eracy. 

As the first step in the formation of the molecular orbital, 
we assume the existence of bonding (#a) and antibonding (#a*) 
orbitals which arise from the d^Fe) and ng*(02) orbitals 

71 x TTt eg) 

9 \ -T--H— 

•a ' " - - 1 $ - H H - -f{- TT(a, u ) 

O2 (0) Fe (b) r ing 

Figure 7. A schematic diagram of the energy levels of the ir type molecular 
orbitals: (a) the presumptive bonding (0a) and antibonding (<Aa*) orbitals 
formed from the d,(Fe) and ng*(02) orbitals, (b) three levels of the *• type 
molecular orbitals represented by eq 1. When 0a* is much higher than 
n*(ring), Vj2) should be connected with n*(ring). The n g*(0 2) is re
garded as a degenerate orbital in this figure but it may possibly be split 
into two components and two electrons may occupy the lower one.36 This 
does not alter the present conclusion. 

(Figure 7a). We then assume these levels are perturbed 
through interaction with the II* (ring) orbital, resulting in three 
levels represented as Vj^, Vr

(2), and ^7 /3 ' (Figure 7b). The 
main effect of the latter interaction is considered to be mixing 
of two nearest orbitals, that is n*(ring) and <£a*, although the 
degree of mixing depends upon the energy difference of the two 
orbitals. As there are six electrons (two from ng*(02) and four 
from d7r(Fe)) for HbO2 and four electrons for HbCO, they 
would fully occupy the orbital with the lowest energy ^T

(1) and 
partly the next lowest ^x

( 2 ) . On the other hand, it is assumed 
that an electron is excited from n(ring)(a]u) or II(ring)(a2u) 
to II*(ring)(eg) on the illumination of light at the Soret or Q 
band, respectively.36 These electronic excitations would be 
actually to ^7 /3 ' when n*(ring) is much higher than 0a* and 
to ^ 2 ) when n*(ring) is lower than 0a*. In any way, the 
electron is excited by light to the level which contains <£a* 
character considerably. The <£a* orbital is antibonding with 
regard to the Fe-L bond. Accordingly the electronic excitation 
at the porphyrin ring by the illumination of light at the Soret 
or Q band leads to the dissociation of the sixth ligand of the 
heme iron, more readily than those systems where the ^7 /2 ' 
(or *T

(3)) is unoccupied. The difference in photodissociability 
among HbCO, HbO2, HbCNC2H5, HbNO, and MbNO is 
presumably due to difference in the degree of 4>a* character 
for the upper level as well as of simultaneous contribution of 
a Figure 5b type interaction. 

In conclusion, the Raman spectra can be used to distinguish 
two types of Fe-L bonds in ferrous low spin hemoproteins. The 
sixth internal ligands (methionine, histidine, or lysine) 
in cytochromes are bound to the heme iron through the 
dz2(Fe)-lone pair interaction while the external ligands such 
as NO, CO, O2, or alkyl isocyanide in their Hb and Mb com
plexes which are more or less photodissociable, are bound 
mainly through the dT(Fe)-II(L) interaction. 
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An active area of recent research has been the synthesis 
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tetracyanoplatinate(II) with bromine or chlorine leads to the 
formation of a lustrous, homogeneous material of stoichiom-
etry K 2Pt(CN) 4Xc 3(H 2O) 3 which has a partially filled elec
tron energy band arising from the overlap of orbitals comprised 
mainly of platinum dzi functions.2'3'6"8 Similarly, the reaction 
of tetrathiafulvalene, TTF, with TCNQ results in the forma
tion of the charge transfer salt (TTF)(TCNQ) which possesses 
partially filled electron energy bands arising from the overlap 
of TT molecular orbitals on the segregated stacks of donor and 
acceptor molecules.2-5 The structural arrangement in both of 
these systems which allows band formation involves the 
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Abstract: The title compound has been synthesized from the reaction of [Pd(CNMe)4](PF6)I, LiTCNQ, and TCNQ in aceto-
nitrile. Its crystal and molecular structure have been determined from three-dimensional x-ray data obtained by counter tech
niques. The compound crystallizes in the triclinic space group Pl with one formula unit/unit cell. Cell dimensions are: a = 
7.730 (2), b = 14.978 (7), c = 14.389 (4) A; a = 65.08 (2), /3 = 81.29 (2), y = 73.46 (2)°. The conventional .K factors (refine
ment on F) at convergence for 2266 reflections with F2 > 3<r(F2) and 20 < 45° are 0.0459 and 0.0472. The molecular parame
ters of the two crystallographically independent TCNQ moieties are equivalent. The crystal structure is such that the TCNQ's 
stack to give tetrameric groups with interplanar distances of 3.29 and 3.32 A between molecules in the tetramer. At the junc
tion between tetramers the two independent interplanar ring-ring distances are 3.15 and 3.69 A. The [Pd(CNMe)4]

2"1" ion has 
the expected square planar coordination sphere. There are no stacking interactions between the cation and the TCNQ system. 
Infrared and reflectance spectra are reported, as are magnetic measurements. Conductivity measurements have been made 
on both pressed pellet and single-crystal samples. The interpretation of the conductivity data is complicated by the triclinic na
ture of the crystal cell; however, the results are consistent with a quasi-two-dimensional semiconductor behavior. 
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